We are living at the crest of a communications revolution. Digital communications and computers are having a tremendous impact on the world today. This article studies different Digitization is creating a second economy that's vast, automatic, and invisible-thereby bringing the biggest change since the Industrial Revolution. This article concludes with a Theory of Digital Communication that should resolve, from defining the study aims and the most pertinent methodologies with the closest fields of knowledge with which to establish strong epistemological relationships. Can such a transformation-deep and slow and silentbe happening today?
The rapid development of digital technologies has radically transformed ways of keeping in touch with home cultures and diasporic networks. In each stage of technological development, particularly within communication technology, there is a grander impact upon cultural relationships that spreads across multiple disciplines -social, economical and political. Within this relationship between these cultural characteristics it is often hard to establish the sequence of their occurrence, or if they indeed occur simultaneously. When Chat. This relates a person immediately to events happening around the world and to masses of like-minded people.
The first ones to pioneer WikiLeaks on the web were hackers and programmers. They have blazed through a wild cyberspace, not bound in the same way by the laws and traditions of society. Through the wild currents of net-neutrality, the fresh thoughts and ideas of people that are exiled from the mainstream find refuge in offshore digital asylums. In this domain, one can explore and carve out a different identity. In relative anonymity, one with technical savvy can connect, travel and embody wishes and ideals via digitized avatars and move freely beyond prescribed societal roles. Despite increasing Internet surveillance and censorship, many still feel safer finding like-minded people online to share their grievances toward
